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Since the establishment of Yellowstone as the first national park in 1872 the world has witnessed 

an enormous increase in protected areas.  Today there are over 160,000 protected areas covering 

between 10 and 15 percent of the world’s land surface area.  No longer purely the domain 

of governments, there are an increasing number of Indigenous protected areas, community 

conserved areas and private conservation reserves.

Although there are many different forms of protected area, the one thing that most of the world’s 

protected areas have in common is rangers.  The front line of conservation is those men and 

women who strive to conserve natural and cultural heritage for current and future generations.  

Rangers are fortunate to work in some of the most beautiful and inspiring places on earth, but 

they also face hardship and sometimes danger in their jobs.  

The Thin Green Line Foundation was born out of a simple and compelling idea, to provide vital 

support to park rangers, their families and communities who are the front line of conservation. 

Those of us who have the privilege of working with and supporting the Foundation have witnessed 

its recent surge in capacity to support rangers in 22 countries.  This would not be possible without 

the generous support and donations of a large number of individuals and organisations that 

share a passion to Protect Nature’s Protectors.

Building on the great work of the past, the Foundation is entering a new era, with a strategic 

focus on increasing both the funding base and the support to rangers around the world. 

The great work of The Thin Green Line Foundation is only possible through the very generous 

donations from our supporters, the hard work of our partner organisations including a number of 

national ranger associations and the dedication of our hard working team of staff and wonderful 

volunteers.

I would like to thank the Directors of The Thin Green Line Foundation who donate their time and 

skills to making sure the Foundation adapts to a changing world and strives for excellence.   

Bill Jackson

Chair 
The Thin Green Line Foundation

A Word From Our Chair
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2015 was our eighth year of operation and our biggest year ever, with a threefold increase in 

terms of both income and funding to the field.  

In total, our income for the 2014-2015 was AUD $921,285, with donations from our terrific 

supporters of AUD $690,135 making up most of this figure.  This allowed us to support 32 

projects in 22 countries to a total value of AUD $558,972.  Projects included providing rangers 

with equipment, training and networking skills and enabling much needed support to the widows 

of rangers killed in action.  For example, first aid training and equipping of 300 Maasai rangers 

in Kenya; support of rangers protecting endangered primates in Vietnam; training and equipping 

of rangers undertaking elephant anti-poaching operations throughout Africa; equipment support 

for rangers protecting orang-utans in Indonesia; junior ranger programs in Gabon; equipment 

support for rangers in Brazil.  

Funding for the administration of the Foundation largely comes from income received from 

merchandise sales, speaking engagements, fundraising events (excluding donations) and to a 

lesser extent, from modest overheads from larger donations.  We go to great effort to keep our 

operating costs low so that the maximum amount of support can go to the field.

What makes the challenges of running the Foundation worthwhile is when the donations received 

make a real difference to the work and lives of rangers and their families on the ground.  

Certainly there is always much more to do, and by no means have we covered all that needs 

doing - far from it.  But we can celebrate that every project funded, every ranger trained, every 

widow or orphan of a ranger assisted, is more than would have happened had we not existed, 

had we not found a way to continue through the challenges we face.

So is it worth it?  That answer lies with the rangers who received the critical training when there 

was none.  The rangers who received the mosquito nets, the boots, the wet weather gear when 

there was none.  The widows who received some support, some compensation for the loss of 

their husband or wife, father or mother when previously there was none.  If you asked them “is 

the effort of The Thin Green Line Foundation and its supporters worth it?” you would receive a 

resounding “YES”, for without it, in many cases there would be no alternative.

Of course, what has been collectively achieved to date is just the tip of the iceberg.  I am 

confident that with our new Board, led by Dr Bill Jackson and guided by a fresh new strategy, 

along with our supporters old and new, our volunteers and all those that give to make our work 

possible, we can and will do even more this coming year - we simply have to.

Sean Willmore

Founder and Director
The Thin Green Line Foundation 

A Word From Our 
Managing Director & Founder
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1 Our Vision

All park rangers, their families and their immediate communities around the globe are sufficiently 
supported to carry out their front line conservation duties, and where a ranger is injured or killed 
in the line of duty, the family is adequately supported.

2 Our Mission

The Thin Green Line Foundation Protects Nature’s Protectors by providing vital support to park 
rangers, their families and communities who are the front line of conservation.  We work 
predominantly in developing nations and conflict zones, and with Indigenous park rangers.

The Thin Green Line Foundation is solely dedicated to protecting endangered species and 

threatened ecosystems by supporting park rangers.  We believe that by Protecting Nature’s 

Protectors, the park rangers on the front line, we can help create local, long term solutions to 

global environmental challenges.

The Thin Green Line Foundation is a charity set up by park rangers, for park rangers.  Many park 

rangers around the globe are often under-paid, under-equipped and under-appreciated.  Over 

75 percent of park ranger fatalities in the line of duty are homicides as a result of conflict with 

commercial poachers and armed militia groups, primarily in Africa and Asia.  The Thin Green Line 

Foundation works towards zero park ranger fatalities in the line of duty, and to increase capacity 

of those rangers working in the field.  To achieve this, we aim to make sure that park rangers are:

 -  provided with the training, skills and tools they need, including the ability to 

manage and defend themselves in contact situations with poachers

 - provided with decent working and living conditions

 - recognised for their vital role at the front line of conservation.
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The Foundation is the charitable arm of the 
worldwide professional rangers association  
- the International Ranger Federation.
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3 Our Investment Strategy

Our support is focused on park rangers in developing regions, conflict zones and on Indigenous 
rangers in Australia and abroad.  To ensure our support effectively and efficiently reaches the 
park rangers and widows who need it, we work with in-country professional park ranger 
associations and like-minded partner non-government organisations to get the best results on 
the ground with the effectiveness and efficiency of the lowest administration costs.  

This year, The Thin Green Line Foundation provided AUD $558,972 (of the AUD $690,135 

received in donations) to park ranger support programs and support to orphans and widows 

of park rangers killed in the line of duty.  These programs stretched across Africa, Asia, Central 

America, South America and Oceania. 

Over the past 12 months, 52 rangers died whilst protecting the planets’ threatened species.  Of 

these deaths, 21 were homicides.  The Thin Green Line Foundation is working towards zero park 

ranger deaths in the line of duty. To achieve this, our primary focus is on:

	 •			building	capacity	of	park	rangers	including	critical	training	and	equipment
	 •			supporting	park	rangers	to	share	their	knowledge	and	experiences	
	 •			supporting	park	rangers	and	their	families	
	 •				raising	community	awareness	of	root	causes	and	solutions	to	conservation	challenges.

Administration of the Foundation is funded via use of 15% from donations of $1000 and above, 

as well as merchandise sales and other non-donation revenue streams.

Your donation direct to where it’s needed: 100% of donations under 

$1000, and 85% of donations over $1000 received from the public are 

directed to supporting critical projects on the ground, supporting park 

rangers & conservation, in places where it is most needed.

Project Areas  
Supported By TTGLF  
In Financial Year 2014/15



3.1 Supporting Rangers And Their Families 

The Thin Green Line Foundation provided orphan and widow benefits to families left behind 

when rangers were killed in the line of duty.  In total, this support accounted for AUD $20,247 

to families (on average $1500 USD per family). Our support is targeted where other assistance 

is not available, aiming to provide long term, sustainable benefits to families and communities.  

After consultation with the park ranger’s widows, to understand their priorities, our support includes:

	 •				paying	school	fees	so	children	can	continue	to	receive	an	education	(mandatory	for	all	
school aged children)

	 •					addressing	basic	human	needs	such	as	food,	water,	shelter	and	security
	 •				setup	of	small	business	ventures	driven	by	the	needs	of	each	family,	their	personal	

aspirations, skill sets and cultural context.

Each year on average, we need to try to find funds for a further 75-100 widows, with many 

others still waiting from previous years. 

3.2 Building Capacity Of Rangers

Having the proper equipment and training means rangers can undertake inherently dangerous 

anti-poaching work with greater confidence, skill and support resulting in reduced chances of 

ambush by poachers, contracting tropical diseases or being injured.  Conversely, this support 

results in an increased likelihood of successful anti-poaching operations and helps Protect 

Nature’s Protectors.

Front line projects supported by The Thin Green Line Foundation in 2014/15 included:

	 •				anti-poaching	training	programs	to	protect	endangered	species
	 •				rapid	response	training
	 •				community	engagement	programs
	 •				provision	of	tactical	bullet	proof	vests
	 •				supply	of	mosquito	nets	for	patrols	and	families
	 •				support	for	“train	the	ranger	trainer”
	 •				distribution	of	water	filtration	kits	and	patrol	ration	packs
	 •				supply	of	uniforms,	boots	and	patrol	equipment	including	tents,	tarps,	packs	and	wet	

weather gear

	 •				first	aid	training.

In 2014/15 The Thin Green Line Foundation supported capacity building programs in 22 countries, 

totaling approximately AUD $491,539.

8
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3.3 Sharing Knowledge And Raising Awareness

This financial year, The Thin Green Line Foundation supported 45 park rangers from across the 

globe to share knowledge and their experience at the International Union for Conservation 

of Nature (IUCN) World Parks Congress held in Sydney, Australia in November 2014.  This 

is a once a decade event that brings countries, agencies and conservationists together from 

across the globe.  The strong presence of park rangers at the Congress was highlighted by 

a ‘pop up park ranger station’ in the main exhibition area that allowed many of the 5000 

participants from 160 countries to meet and talk with park rangers.  The rangers supported 

by The Thin Green Line Foundation also presented to over 5000 delegates from 160 

countries, including at the closing ceremony.  This support has resulted in those park rangers 

establishing professional associations upon return to their home countries and building 

important confidence and morale within themselves and their ranger services, critical to their 

success in the field, and accounted for approximately AUD $49,186 of 2014/15 expenditure. 

The Thin Green Line Foundation supported numerous awareness-raising projects via schools, 

corporate and government agencies, and through festivals aimed at promoting public 

understanding of the root causes of, and solutions to conservation challenges.  The Thin Green 

Line Foundation also presented at the Clinton Global Initiative and met with Hilary and Chelsea 

Clinton, which resulted in both relaying the message during the main plenary, of the dire need to 

support the park rangers.
Annual	  Report	  

2015	  
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[call	  out	  text	  box:	  There	  is	  much	  more	  we	  need	  to	  do,	  The	  Thin	  Green	  Line	  Foundation	  and	  rangers	  
across	  the	  world	  need	  your	  help.	  	  Please	  see	  Table	  1	  for	  our	  projected	  funding	  objectives	  for	  the	  next	  
5	  years]	  
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1. Rangers Training Kenya, 2. Rangers Training Kenya, 3. Rangers Training Kenya, 4. Equipment Supply - Maasai Rangers Kenya, 
5. First Aid training, 6. Jamaica - Uniform supply 7. Chunga - Ranger training, 8. Chunga - Ranger training,  
9. Widow Support Tanzania, 10. Indigenous Ranger Support (Martu) Australia 11. Rapid response training Kenya, 
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12. Antipoaching Communications Tower - Thailand, 13. Rangers Support Solomon Islands, 14. Thailand Course material, 
15. Endangered Species Patrols and Protection - Vietnam, Other. Wildlife photos - their protection is the end result of Protecting 
Nature’s Protectors
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Balance Sheet As At 30 June 2015
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5.	  Board	  of	  Directors	  Statement	  
	  
Statement	  by	  members	  of	  the	  Board	  of	  Directors	  of	  The	  Thin	  Green	  Line	  Foundation.	  

In	  the	  opinion	  of	  the	  Board	  of	  Directors	  the	  financial	  statement:	  

1. Presents	  a	  true	  and	  fair	  view	  of	  the	  financial	  position	  of	  the	  Thin	  Green	  Line	  Foundation	  as	  at	  
30	  June,	  2015	  and	  its	  performance	  for	  the	  year	  ended	  on	  that	  date.	  

2. At	  the	  date	  of	  this	  statement	  there	  are	  reasonable	  grounds	  to	  believe	  that	  the	  Thin	  Green	  
Line	  Foundation	  will	  be	  able	  to	  pay	  its	  debts	  as	  and	  when	  they	  fall	  due	  and	  is	  solvent.	  

This	  statement	  is	  made	  in	  accordance	  with	  a	  resolution	  of	  the	  Board	  of	  Directors	  and	  is	  signed	  for	  
and	  on	  behalf	  of	  the	  Board	  of	  Directors	  by:	  

	  

Chair:	  	   	   _________________________	   	   Dated:	  
	   	   William	  Jackson	  

	  

Treasurer:	   ________________________	   	   Dated:	  
	   	   Andrew	  Batt	   	  

Cash Flow Statement For The Year Ended 30 June 2015



5 Board Of Directors Statement

Statement by members of the Board of Directors of The Thin Green Line Foundation.

In the opinion of the Board of Directors the financial statement:

 1.  Presents a true and fair view of the financial position of The Thin Green Line 

Foundation as at 30 June, 2015 and its performance for the year ended on that 

date.

 2.  At the date of this statement there are reasonable grounds to believe that The 

Thin Green Line Foundation will be able to pay its debts as and when they fall due 

and is solvent.

This statement is made in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Directors and is signed for 

and on behalf of the Board of Directors by:

Chair:   _________________________  Dated:   _________________________

  William Jackson

Treasurer: ________________________  Dated:   _________________________

  Andrew Batt

14
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There is much more we need to do, The Thin Green Line Foundation and 

rangers across the world need your help.  Please see Table 1 for our 

projected funding objectives for the next 5 years.
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Expenditure	  Type	   Amount	  	  $	   Scalability	   %	  of	  overall	  
expenditure	  

1. Ranger	  Capacity	  
Building	  -‐	  critical	  
training	  and	  equipping	  

3,000,000	   Projects	  from	  $20,000	  to	  
$200,000.	  

60%	  

2. Ranger	  Capacity	  
Building	  -‐	  exchanges	  
and	  sharing	  knowledge	  

700,000	   Support	  of	  morale	  boosting	  
exchange	  programs,	  
congress	  support,	  ranger	  
association	  development.	  

14%	  

3. Ranger	  Widow	  and	  
Injured	  Ranger	  support	  

750,000	   Widow	  and	  injured	  ranger	  
support	  of	  $1500	  each	  
initially.	  

15%	  

4. Administration	   550,000	   Includes	  all	  administration	  
cost.	  	  

11%	  

Total	   $5,000,000	   	   	  
	  
Table	  1:	  	  Projected	  Funding	  and	  Expenditure	  Aims	  Within	  5	  Years’	  Time	  

	  

	  

To	  find	  out	  how	  to	  get	  involved,	  find	  us	  here:	  	  www.thingreenline.org.au	  	  

Or	  contact	  us	  at:	  

PO	  Box	  397,	  Collins	  Street	  West	  
Melbourne,	  Victoria,	  Australia,	  8007	  
(Level	  4,	  477	  Collins	  Street,	  Melbourne)	  
E:	  sean.willmore@thingreenline.org.au	  
T:	  +61	  (0)3	  9041	  7600	  
	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

To find out how to get involved, find us here: www.thingreenline.org.au Or contact us at:

PO Box 397, Collins Street West, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, 8007

(Level 4, 477 Collins Street, Melbourne)

E: sean.willmore@thingreenline.org.au   T: +61 (0)3 9041 7600



6 Board Of Directors

Chair - Dr William Jackson

Dr Jackson is an independent environmental consultant with extensive experience in forest 

conservation, protected area management and community development.

He held the positions of Chief Executive of Parks Victoria and Director of National Parks for the 

Australian State of Victoria from late 2010 until June 2015. Prior to his appointment to Parks 

Victoria, Dr Jackson was Deputy Director General of the International Union for Conservation of 

Nature (IUCN).

During his career, Dr Jackson has worked in Africa and Asia, supporting projects in Uganda, 

Tanzania, Vietnam, Indonesia, Pakistan and a long period in Nepal where his PhD and practical 

field work took place.

Founder and Managing Director – Sean Willmore

Sean Willmore is a former Australian Park Ranger of 11 years and now founder and Managing 

Director of The Thin Green Line Foundation, and the current President of the International Rangers 

Federation (IRF).

While undertaking his work Sean has travelled to and worked with rangers in over 40 countries on 

6 continents where he has been ambushed, held at gunpoint, charged by elephants and avoided 

militias. His efforts to bring attention to the dangerous work undertaken by these warriors has 

won him international acclaim. Using profits from documentary The Thin Green Line, Sean started 

The Thin Green Line Foundation (TTGLF).

His continual inspiration is from the men and women, the park rangers worldwide, that he 

represents and who do this front line work on a daily basis often under duress and without 

adequate support

Treasurer – Andrew Batt

After spending 20 years in the Corporate world holding key senior financial and administrative 

positions across multiple market sectors in Australia, Asia and the UK, Andrew founded a boutique 

consultancy, Epoch CFO Advisory, in 2011 to support SME and NFP organisations achieve their 

goals.

Based on the belief that the CFO should augment an executive team to drive agreed visions and 

goals through interpreting financial data and converting it into sensible, reliable, and valuable 

information, Andrew brings a holistic approach and operational experience through reliable 

decision making skills, analytical excellence, and a level headed approach.

Andrew is genuinely excited to commit to helping Protect Nature’s Protectors.

16
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6 Board Of Directors continued

Company Secretary – Poppy Rogers-Ross

Poppy has a Bachelor of Laws and Legal Practice, and a Bachelor of Business and Economics.  

She brings over nine years’ experience in corporate and public sector governance, environmental 

economics and law.  

Poppy currently holds a management position in the Victorian public service.

Director – Jillian Riseley

Jill has 20 years’ experience in sustainability and public affairs across corporate, government and 

cultural sectors.  She is currently Founder and Managing Director of Meliora Group, a strategic 

advisory firm specialising in corporate sustainability and organisational purpose.  Prior to this, Jill 

held leadership roles in organisations including REA Group (realestate.com.au), Telstra, Sensis 

and Museum Victoria.  

Jill has a Masters of Studies in Sustainability Leadership from the University of Cambridge, a 

Bachelor of Arts (Public Relations) from RMIT University and is a member of the Australian Institute 

of Company Directors.

Director – Brent Masters

Brent identifies himself as an agent of social change.  His commitment stems from his strong 

sense of social justice and confidence in his vision, interpersonal and leadership skills that by 

collaborating with others he will make a positive difference.

Completing an Arts and Commerce degree with Honours at the University of Melbourne provided 

a well round educational base which has enabled Brent opportunities to work across many 

sectors in Australia and abroad and he is a Fellow at the School of Social Entrepreneurs, the 

Centre for Sustainability Leaders and the Global Leadership Foundation.

Brent’s passion for sustainability and conservation can be currently observed with his work in 

assisting Rangers and sea and land managers throughout the Solomon Islands. He is an award 

winning filmmaker who specialises in assisting his clients in the promotion of sustainability, 

conservation, social change and corporate social responsibility.

Director – John Fleming

John Fleming is a creative artist working in music and performance with broad experience across 

media and entertainment.  After 21 years with the award winning comedy duo Scared Weird 

Little Guys, John is now working in composition, community arts, youth justice, festival direction, 

event management and theatre making.  

John began working with The Thin Green Line Foundation some years ago as an event host and 

MC and is thrilled to now serve the Foundation as a board member as well.



7 Our Supporters

Major charitable donations received from:

Annie & John Paterson Foundation Ashirwad Foundation

Baillieu Myer Family  Chasam Foundation 

Envato Pty Ltd Gotye 

Idle Acres Foundation  J & M Wright Foundation 

Lin Huddleston Charitable Foundation SBA Foundation

Yulgilbar Foundation

Corporate Donors (cash and “in kind” pro bono support in 2014/15): 

ASN Events Beat Magazine

Bendigo Bank Balnarring Booran Motors

City of Melbourne Coopers

DLA Piper Donate Planet

Ferne Millen Photography Global Leadership Foundation

Gotye Lander & Rogers

Masters Media Merricks General Wine Store

Mirvac NBS Productions

Parks Victoria PAWA NSW

PBS 106.7FM Peninsula Hot Springs 

Pixelmore Graphic Design Solutions Qantas

Queensland Ranger Association RACV

Mirvac Remedy Media

Victorian Rangers Association

Key Ambassadors

Dr Jane Goodall Wally De Backer (Gotye)

Tex Perkins  Nicky Bomba

Professor Tim Flannery

Key Memberships

Clinton Global Initiative (by invitation)
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PO Box 397, Collins Street West, 
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, 8007

(Level 4, 477 Collins Street, Melbourne)
E: info@thingreenline.org.au   

T: +61 (0)3 9041 7600
www.thingreenline.org.au


